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RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

FOR THE DIAGNOSIS

STATEMENT

OF PSYCHIATRIC

ILLNESS

OF OBJECTIVES

The goal of this correspondence course is to increase the reader’s knowledge of current applications and
research in the assessment of psychiatric disorders using nuclear medicine techniques.
This continuing
education lesson is intended for nuclear pharmacists and nuclar medicine professionals who have an interest
in the relationship between brain physiology and psychiatric disorders.

Upon successful completion

●

of this matetial the reader should be able to;

1,

Discuss general aspects of brain anatomy.

2.

Compare and contrast structural imaging modalities and functional imaging modalities,

3.

Develop a familiarity
imaging.

4.

Develop a familiarity with single photon emission computed tomography
radiopharmaceuticals
currently being used in the assessment of psychiatric

5.

Discuss the current status of nuclear medicine brain imaging.

6.

Cite new developments

7.

Identify current and potential roles of nuclear medicine brain imaging in the following disase

::
;:

with radionuclides

utilized

in positron

emission

tomography

(SPECT)
illness.

(PET) brain

brain imaging

in nuclear medicine brain imaging.

Alzheimer’s Disease
Depression and Affective Disorders
Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder
Schizophrenia
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INTRODUCTION

Physiological Imaging with PET
i.
Procedure Discussion
PET Radiopharmaceuticals
ii.
...
111.
PET Procedures: Assets and
Liabilities

Functional brain imaging and its application in
evaluating brain physiology, as it relates to psychiatric
disorders, is advancing at a rapid pace. Over the last
two decades, there has been a drive toward developing
methods that provide better structural and functional
assessments of the brain that are less invasive and more
accurate. Current technologies for brain assessment
are classitled as either structural as in x-ray computd
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) or functional as in single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission
tomograph y (PET) (1,2).
The primary difference
between an anatomic (structural) modality and a
physiologic (functional) modality is that the anatomic
scan can appear the same whether the patient is dead or
alive (Fig 1, see Center Spread). Functional imaging,
on thti other hand, allows the psychiatrist to
immediately view cerebral blood flow and metabolism
(l). This emphasis on brain functioning provides a
more objective measure of hypothesized brain
abnormalities in psychiatric illness. Thus, nuclear
medicine applications promise exciting and progressive
advances for the tleld of psychiatry,
In this lesson, current brain imaging modalities will
be examined along with some of their current and
potential applications in psychiatric assessment. To
help prepare for the following discussions, a review of
brain anatomy, various imaging modalities, and some
potential applications of these to clinical psychiatry,
will be provided.

Physiological Imaging with SPECT
i.
Procedure Discussion
ii.
SPECT Radiopharmaceuticals
...
SPECT Procedure: Assets and
111.
Liabilities
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ii.
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...
111.
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Depression
Disease Overvitiw
i.
PET Imaging
ii.
...
111.
SPECT Imaging

c.

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
i.
Disease Overview
PET Imaging
ii.
...
111.
SPECT Imaging

D

Schizophrenia
i.
Disease Overview
PET Imaging
ii.
...
111.
SPECT Imaging

ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN BRAIN
The two components of the central nervous system
The brain
are the Brain and the Spinal Cord.
possesses two symmetric hemispheres (left and right),
which together make up the cerebrum. Each of the
two hemispheres can be divided into the following
lobes--frontal, parietal, temporal. occipital, insular and
limbic. The cerebrum comprises the greater portion of
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the brain mass and occupies the majority of the skull
cavity. The cerebrum has an outer layer of gray
Wter which is composed of unmyelinated neurons.
This layer is referred to as the cerebral cortex.
Beneath the cortex lies tracts of fibers comprising the
white mtiter, which are myelinated nerve fibers. Deep
to the nerve fibers there are additional aggregates of
neuronal cell bodies. These aggregates, known as
basal ganglia, are involved in somatic (inhibitory)
motor functions. Locatd in the posterior fossa. which
is found dorsal and inferior to the cerebral
hemispheres, is the smaller cerebellum.
The
cerebellum also contains two hemispheres and is
primarily responsible for motor coordination and
spatial orientation of the body. Medial to the cerebral
hemispheres Andextending towards the inferior, is the
part of the brain referred to as the brainstem.
The superior-most structures of the hrainstem are
the thalamus and the closely positioned hypothalamus.
Thti thalamus finctions in the integration of sensory
experiences result ing in proper motor responses. It
also integrates sensory input with correspond ing
emotional responses and regulates the state of
awareness (consciousness). The hypothalamus is
located directly inferior to the thalamus and lies in the
floor of the fourth ventricle.
The hypotha]amus
maintains neuronal connections with the frontal and
The
temporal cortices, thalamus, and hrainstem.
hypothalamus also is responsible for emotional
behaviors, and regulation of the autonomic visceral
nervous system.
Finally, it integrates descending
impulses related to both retlexive and skilled
movements. Postero-inferior to the thalamus is the
midbrain portion of the brainstem, then the pens. and
lastly the medulla.
The midbrain possesses several
important control functions including autonomic
reflexes associated with visual and auditory systems
and movement patterns. The pens is located ventrtilly
to the cerebellum and inferior to the midbrain and
therefore forms a bridge whose primary function is to
connect the cerebellum with th~ hrainstem and the
cerebrum. The medulla oblongata is a passageway
composed of nerve tiher tracts that extend between the
spinal cord and the higher regions of the brain, It
contains reflex centers and the cranitil nerve nuclei
located throughout the brainstem.
The ventricles of the brain form Aci~ntinuous fluidfdled system of spaces within the brain. The choroid
plexus are networks of capillaries associated with the
linings of the ventricles and are responsible for the
production of cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). The CSF is
a watery fluid with a composition similar to that of
plasma. The CSF serves as a cushion for the entire
central nervous system, protecting the delic~te tissues
from impact and damage (3-5).

BLOOD BRAIN BARRIER (BBB)
The blood brain barrier (BBB) is the principal
governing mechanism of any sort of physiologic
imaging, The BBB is an anatomic barrier, which is
formed by endothelial cells of the capillary beds in the
brain. The tight junctions and the plasma membrane
of these endothel ial cells combine to form this
continuous physical barrier to intercellular diffusion of
substances. This harrier is selective and is the primary
determinant of what substances will enter the brain
from the blood supply. There are many substances
which, as a result, are restricted from entering the
brain.
Thus, some radiopharmaceuticals will be
prohibited from entering the brain if the BBB is intact.
However in many disease states, the BBB is
compromised and, therefore, there is a significant
display of radiotracer (3-7). In the case of psychiatric
patients, without concomitant anatomic pathology, the
radiotracer must he able to traverse the intact BBB in
order to obtain useful images. Newer brain-imaging
radiotracers, therefore. are usually iipophilic and of a
small enough molecular weight to allow passive
diffusion across the intact BBB.
STRUCTURAL

IMAGING MODALITIES

X-ray computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
rmonancfi imtiging (MRJ) evaluate structure and not
function, and thus are not generally utilized by
themselves in the assessment of psychiatric disorders.
However, when used in conjunction with SPECT or
PET, they do possess a certain diagnostic utility (8).
Structural imaging techniques can he combined with
nuclear medicine evaluations to determine whether
there are any variations between functional and
anatomical aspects of the brain. In other words, the
CT or MRI study can he utilized along with the nuclear
medicine study to elucidate any structural changes and
their corresponding or related functional deficits.
FUNCTIONAL IMAGING MODALITIES
Imaging with PET
Procedure Discussion. PET offers a method of
studying the dynamics of cerebral glucose utilization
and cerebral blood flow in the intact functioning human
brain. The PET technique involves the merging of two
very complex technologies.
First, there is the
generation of a positron emitting nuclide by an on-site
cyclotron, which is then tagged to a suitable
biologically active tracer and introduced into the
cerebral circulation. Secondly. the distribution of the
radiotrdcers in the various regions of the brain is
assessed via computerized tomographic construction.
Physiologiwl
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radipharmaceuticals may be found in Volume II, No 5
of this continuing education series (“RadiopharmaceutiFormulation and Quality
cals for Clinical PET:
Control, Regulatory Issues, and Professional Responsibilities, ” Morlein SM, Welch MJ, Seigel, BA, 1993).
PET Procedures: Assets ad Liabilities. There are
several assets and liabilities related to the use of PET
in the clinical setting. The first advantage is that PET
is capable of attaining high resolution (down to 5mm).
This is because the attenuating effect of the tissues can
be regionally measurd, thus allowing for appropriate
corrections to be made (9). Secondly, PET can
evaluate a very important metabolic process in the
brain--that of glucose utilization. Much of the work
done with PET allows the acquired information to be
interpreted both qualitatively and quantitatively (2).

This data can then he used to determine the cerebral
blood flow, metabolic activity, and other physiologic
parameters of the functioning human brain.
The decay of a positron-emitting nuclide results in
the release of a postiron--a particle with a sirtgle excess
positive charge. This particle will then travel through
the tissue for only a few millimeters, before being
captured by an electron with a single negative charge.
This collision of oppositely charged particles results in
the production of two gamma rays of equal energy
(511 keV), which are released in opposite directions
(2,9). (Fig 2, see Center Spread) The PET scanner
detects the presence of the twin gamma rays when they
hit the crystal in the detector to release fluorescent
flashes of light. The scanner possesses paired detector
heads which recognize and record any gamma
emissions which occur on a coincideti line (180
degrees). The computer assesses the time it takes for
these two gamma rays, traveling in their 180 degree
opposite trajectories, to simultaneously hit the detector,
and determines where the gamma rays originated from
in the tissue. These coincident events are measured on
various tomographic planes, since paired detectors will
only detect events occurring in the narrow slice of
tissue between them. By utilizing a circular array of
detector heads positioned around the organ of interest,
a detailed tomographic representation of the pattern of
radiotracer distribution can be determined. Thus PET
is capable of producing a regional map of functional
activity in a manner similar to the reconstruction of a
structural brain image as performed by an x-ray CT
scanner (9).
PET Radiophrmaceuticals.
At present, there are
several positron-emitting radiopharmaceuticals being
utilized clinically. The most common clinical studies
utilize F-1 8 labeled flurodeoxyglucose (FDG). Since
the brain derives almost all of its energy from glucose,
this technique is well suited to image alterations in
Radiolaheled FDG
regional cerebral metabolism.
produces metabolizes that are retained in the brain
tissue for a prolongd period of time, which gives this
compound a distinct advantage over radiolabeled
glucose. Thus, FDG allows for an extend~ imaging
time. Measurements can be made in the fasting patient
within 40-120 minutes post-injection with F-18 FDG.
Another common PET radiopharmaceutical is water
Iabeld with a positron-emitting isotope of oxygen (O15). This radiotracer can he used to assess perfusion
and blood volumes.
Oxygen-15 is also used to
radiolabel carbon monoxide and oxygen gas. Other
radionuclides can be used to evaluate brain blood flow
or the location, density, and activity level of a variety
of receptors. The nuclides C-1 1, 0-15, N-13, and F18, are often incorporated into biological tracers used
in PET imaging (2, 10-12). Further discussions of PET

Ttihle 1.

Ahbrevitited

list of c(>umpounds labeled with

PET radionuclides*
PRIMARY APPLICATIONS I,AftE1.Ell COMPOUNIIS
Cerebral

Rlmd k’low

H2150,

C1502,

IlC.a]coho]S,

18F.

ethanol

Transwrt

and Metaklism

Oxygen

1507

Glucose and Metabolitcs

Ilc.
(18F)2-dcoxy-2.flouro-D-glucose,
D-glucose, 2-(1lC)-deoxy-D-glucose

lsN_lab~l~d Amino Acids

L(’3N)-glutamate
and
l-glutamine
alanine, aspartate, Ieucine, isoleucine,
mcthioninc

llc.labcl~d

L(’’C)-aspartate,
leucine, glutamate,
valinc,
D,L(’ ‘C)-alanine,
lcucinc,
tryptophtin, oxalacetate.

Amino Acids

Rweptnrs
Dopamine

InF_

“C-spiperone,
“C-’L-DOPA

‘sF-haloperidol,

Benxodi~zepinc

“C-ftunitrazepam,
v~lium

Diazepam,’*F-

Cholinergic

l’C-imipr~minc

Opiate

llc.ctowhinc

Adrenergic

1Ic.norcpincphrinc,

~-methyl-’’ moqhincnc
pr~PanolO1

* adapted from Phelps ME, et al. (13)

Unfortunately, PET also has a number of liabilities.
The radionuclides utilized in PET studies all have short
half-lives. This fact necessitates the close proximity of
4

cyclotron to the imaging site. Due to the prohibitive
costs of a cyclotron, PET studies are currently
predominately performed at large academic centers
which are able to shoulder this substantial expense.
Cyclotron costs can vary from $1,000,000 to
$2,000,000 (2). Because of the complex nature of
cyclotron maintainence and operation, PET studies also
require a large expenditure in terms of time and the
cost related to training specialized technicians. These
combined factors can result in a high cost per injection,
ranging from $2000 to $10,000 (2, 10). Therefore, the
need for highly specialized technical support combined
with the cost of fldcilities currently negates the use of
PET imaging in routine clinical applications.
Physiologic

Imtiging

with

incoming rays will he assessd by a computer which
will then format the information into data regarding the
original position of the scintillation. This data will be
accumulated and used in forming tomographic image
slices of the tissue in question.
A single head camera may he used which rotates
around the patient’s hwdd. This approach enables the
utilization of methods currently available in many
hospital nuclear mdicine departments. The single
camera head is the least expensive SPECT imaging
system, and can also be utilized for both SPECT
applications and planar imaging techniques of other
areas of the body (15,16).
Newer techniques involve the use of multiple
camera heads in which two or more detectors are
brought into close proximity of the patient’s head.
This approach results in greater resolution of images
and decreases the scan time necessary for image
acquisition. Multidetector SPECT cameras incorporate
multiple detectors into a ring. As a result, there are no
detector heads which revolve around the patient.
Instead the patient is placed in a ring-shaped scanner
for imaging. The array of detectors may either rotate
or be in a stationary position as the information is
gathered. These systems are very expensive, hut have
the advantage of excellent image resolution. Since the
anatomic structures can be visualized with high
accuracy, ring systems are particularly suitd to
comparisons with conc(}mminent CT or MRI images
(15-17).
Both single detectors and multidetector SPECT
systems allow the development of image reconstruction
in multiple orthogonal planes. For diagnostic clarity,
current protocols require the acquisition of at least
three orthogona[ image planes (i.e., transaxial, coronal,
and sagittal) (14, 15, 18).
SPECT Radiophumaceuticals.
The SPECT
approach takes advantage of’ many commerciallyavailable radiopharmaceut icals.
The majority of
SPECT brain imaging radiopharmaceuticals are
cerebral blood flow (CBF) or perfusion agents (15).
The first, Xe-133, has a long history of use as a twodirnensional CBF imaging agent (9,14). Radioactive
xenon, a gas which has been soluhilized in normal
saline, is administered by intracarotid injection. This
study is correlated with cerebral angiography for the
purpose of identifying the blood vessels under study,
Because of the ability of the lungs to rapidly remove
the gas, a relatively large quantity can be injected
without an excessive radiation dose, even when serial
injections are performed [5 mCi every 10-15 min
(maximum of five injections)].
Since the gas is
administered via the carotid, the activity will localize
in one hemisphere, allowing for a very high count rate
for the two-dimensional (side view) technique. This

SPECT

The term single-photon
emitting radionuclides refers to all commercially avaitable photon-emitting nuclides that emit only one photon
per disintegration. Examples used in brain imaging include iodine-123, technetium-99m, and xenon-133. The
term differentiates these rad ionucl ides from the dual
photon-emitting nuclides used in PET. As previously
discussed, the technology used in PET is cumbersome
and costly. For these reasons. there is great interest in
developing the more widely-available and less
expensive SPECT brain imaging techniques (14).
Procedure

Tal)le 2.

Discussion.

Comparison of PE’I

Hnd

SPKCT

lmilging*

s[,l~’r

Variat)lr
Sensitivity

Brain

Very High
< ~o-12M

H igll
< ~O-llM

Resolution of
Commcrcifil Devices

5-6mm

8-l Qmm

Commonly used
Isotof)cs

0-15

1-123,
Tc-99m,
XC-133

C-II
F.18

Tl,2 uf Nuclides
Prrsduction of
Rtidionuclidcs

Cost per Scan

q-,- ‘O, 110 mill

13,
l]ours

,

127

6

On-site
Cyclntrun

Commercial
supplier or simple
on-silt generator

$1,500-10,000

$?5-400

* Adti\~tcd from Innis Rt3 (10) and Scl~uckit MA (2)

The scanner used in SPECT detects light produced
when gamma rays collide with a sodium iodide crystal,
The energy of the gamma ray and the trajectory of the
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mains relatively constant for several hours. Imaging
with Tc-99m exametazime results in good differentiation between cerebral grey tier
and cerebral whtie
@ter, with higher uptake in grey titer.
Retention
of the chelate is directly relatd to the glutathione
concentrations in brain tissue.
This radiopharmaceutical has several advantages.
The first of which is its long shelf life. Unlabeled
exametazime can be stored for months and can be
easily compounded with eluate from a small on-site
commercial Mo-99/Tc-99m generator. Secondly, the
radiolabeled product can he injected in much higher
doses than Xe-133 or 1-123 iofetamine. In addition,
imaging may begin as early as 15 minutes postinjection. Ceretec@ has a high extraction efficiency,
resulting in good image quality. However, much as
with I-123-iofetamine, further research is needed to
allow for greater understanding of this drug’s distribution within the brain of patients with various
disease states (2,21,78).
Neuroreceptor imaging shows great promise in
Brain
SPECT psychiatric scintillation studies.
receptors are prohahl y more closely Iinked to the actual
pathology of psychiatric disease than is glucose
metabolism or blood tlow. Neuroreceptor imaging is
alsu significant since brain receptors are the mediators
of the actions of most psychotropic drugs. Thus,
neuroreceptor imaging may provide insight into
psychiatric drug efficacy and pharmacokinetics. In the
past, receptor studies have been principal] y performed
using PET, but the advent of newer drugs such as I123 iomazenil (Ro 16-O154), a radioiodinated version of
tlumazenil (Romazicon@--Hoffman-LaRoche), a henzodiazepine receptor antagonist, will make receptor
imaging more accessible to the clinical setting via
SPECT (10,22).
SPECT Procedures: Assets and Liabilities. SPECT
imaging (]ffers many advantages for brain imaging
relative to PET. The use of longer-lived radionuclides
circumvents the requirement for an on-site cyclotron,
SPECT is more affordable and less technically
cumbersome.
Newer drugs, improved equipment,
availability for routine clinical use, and better imaging
techniques are Iikely to give SPECT the advantage over
PET in psychiatric applications.

technique is traumatic to the patient, however, and has
been largely abandoned, favoring newer noninvasive
techniques. With the advent of cornputd tomography
techniques and rotating camera heads, intraarterial
injections have given way to inhalation techniques.
Tomographic images are obtained using a four-camera
system and Xc-l 33 which is admixed to air. The
admixture should result in an alveolar concentration of
about 10 mCi/liter per 1.5 minute inhalation. During
the inhalation and for three one-minute periods
thereafter, a series of tour tomc]graphic images is
acquired. The entire procedure lasts less than five
minutes and is completely atraumatiu. CBF is obtained
in three slices of brain tissue with corresponding blood
tlow calculations. Xenon. however, is not the ideal
CBF SPECT agent. The gas has the disadvantages of
a short shelf life (3-5 days) and poor image rtisolution
due to its low enery gamma ray (81 keV), which is
easily scattered in the brain tissue. (2,13, 14,19).
A second frequently-used radiopharmaceutical is I123 iodoamphetamine (iofetamine) (currently unavailable in the U.S.). This radiopharmaceutical has the
advantage of a high energy gamma ray (159 keV),
which results in a higher resolution image than that
obtained with xenon. 1-123 iofetamine is marketed in
a prepared unit-dose vial, which allows for convenience in that the dose is already buffered and has
undergone quality control testing by the manufacturer.
1-123 iofetarnine, however, is costly. In addition, this
product has a physical half-life ot’ 13 hours. which may
serve as a potential disadvantage in that it must he
ordered within 24 hours of its use. This agent is
injected intravenously; it exhibits a high tirst pass
extraction (approximate y 90 YO ) and brain uptake is
reasonably constant between 20-60 minutes post
injection, The distribution of 1-123 iofetamine best
correlates with rCBF at 13-27 minutes post injection
(79) and, thus, imaging should be performed within 30
minutes following injection. The accessibility of 1-123
iofetamine to areas of the brain affected hy altered
brain anatomy or changes in function are currently
under further investigation (2, 13,15, 19,20).
The third frequently used brain imaging agent is
hexarnethylpropy leneamine oxime (HMPAO), a technetium-99m labeled chelate, which readily crosses the
BBB, The compound is a neutral, lipophilic complex
which is used in rCBF assessment with SPECT. The
generic name of this radiopharmaceutical is exametazime and it carries the trade name Ceretec@ (MediPhysics--an Amersham Company). It is currently the
only lipophilic technetium brain imaging agent
approved by the FDA (15).
Following intravenous injection, brain activity will
peak within one minute, and will plateau at two
minutes at about 88% of peak activity. Brain activity

CURRENT APPLICATIONS

IN PSYCHIATRY

Alzheimer’s Distise and the Dementias
Dementia is det~nti as a
Disease Overview.
deterioration from a previous level of intellectual
functioning due to organic brain pathology. Symptoms
include personality changes and deficits in short term
memory, abstract thinking, judgement, and impulse
contr[~l. Deficits in memory are often one of the first
6
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important to make the proper diagnosis (24,30).
There are two common features that the
degenerative diseases share: I) They are diseases of
neurons which selectively impact one or more systems
of neurons and at the same time leave others intact.
For example, in Alzheimer’s disease there is a
progressive devolution of the temporoparietal cortex,
yet the visual cortex and motor sensory strip are almost
entirely exempted. 2) Degeneration of the central
nervous system structures is bilateral, symmetric and
temporally progressive (26).
tignostic
Accuracy. Approximately one-half of
the patients presenting with the early c1inical symptoms
of dementia cannot be assessed in an accurate manner
by current clinical criteria (28). Of these dementias,
statistics show that the best institutions correctly
diagnose only 80% to 90% of the Alzheimer’s cases
correctly. Of misdiagnosed patients, 1% to 2 % have
reversible diseases that could be treated (24). Thus,
accurate diagnosis is extremely important because
dementia-like symptoms may, in fdct, be masking a
condition that is treatable or even reversible.
Examples include depression, which is a reversible
disorder, and vascular dementia, which has a treatable
component, Thus, proper and accurate diagnosis is
extremely important in order to properly assess the
patient in terms of both prognosis and treatment
regimens.
The CT study can provide
Structural
Imaging.
valuable information in the evaluation of progressive
dementias. Although the CT scan is not capable of
providing detlnitive diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease,
it does exhibit utility in the ruling out of tumors,
strokes, and hydrocephalus--which may be responsible
for an inaccurate diagnosis of dementia or Alzheimer’s
disease. CT studies are not capable of illustrating the
pathology which occurs in the temporoparietal cortex
(24), While MRI and CT provide accurate information
on cortical atrophy and periventricular white matter
changes, nuclear medicine studies demonstrate regional
cerebral blood flow changes not evidenced hy these
structural studies (32).
Functio~l
Imaging.
Alzheimer’s disease is a focal
illness in that it primarily attacks very specific regions
of the brain. This disease tends to exhibit posterior
hemisphere abnormalities, and studies reflect this
pathology with a corresponding change in brain
function (28,33). This fact is important, in that nonAlzheimer’s dementia, frontal lobe dementia, and
progressive supranuclear palsy show selective anterior
abnormalities in SPECT studies as opposti to the
posterior deficiencies exhihited in Alzheimer’s disease
(21,34,35). Specifically, Alzheimer’s disease attacks
the hippocampus and the neocortex (24), Hippocampal
damage manifests itself by alteration in memory

symptoms to appear, with recent memory being worse
than long-term memory. The dementia patient has
difficulty learning new material and will minimize or
deny these deficits. The disease may he chronic with
a slow insidious onset as found with Alzheimer’s or be
acute as found in brain injury due to trauma or disease
(77).
Alzheimer’s disease is the most common of the
dementias, accounting for at least 50 percent of all
cases of hospital-reported dementia and 80 percent of
community reports (23), According to current figures
from the National Institute of Aging, Alzheimer’s
disease is the fourth leading cause of death in the
United States. Alzheimer’s disease, therefore, follows
heart disease, cancers, and stroke in terms of yearly
deaths attributable to disease. The costs associated
with Alzheimer’s disease is formidable. The current
estimates for care and treatment are a staggering $88
billion. In terms of health care cost, the figures makes
Alzheimer’s one of the most costly diseases in the
country (24).
The progressive degenerative dementias (such as
Alzheimer’s disease), frontal lobe degeneration, and
vascular dementia are often initially presented in the
clinical setting as psychiatric changes. However, the
patients develop the psychiatric symptoms as a result of
brain degeneration that involves anatomic pathologies
due to injury and/or degeneration of tissues in specific
regions of the brain (24,25). Although CT and MRI
have certain utility in the evaluation of progressive
degenerative dementias, these modalities illustrate
structural, not functional, changes in the brain. For
example, CT scans in advanced cases of Alzheimer’s
may show marked sulcal widening, insular atrophy,
and ventricular enlargement that are common findings
in cases of brain atrophy (23.26).
Physiological
imaging techniques can then he used to evaluate the
regional fictional activity of the disease state. For
instance, regional cerebral blood tlow is c~~upledto
changes in metabolic demand, and th~refore any
change in blood flow patterns may indicate variations
in neuronal metabolism (27). By augmenting structural
evaluations with functional brain imaging, there is a
significant improvement in the accuracy of differential
diagnosis of the dementias. Initial clinical studies have
shown that patients with Alzheimer’s disease and
patients with multi-infdrct dementia can he diagnosed
with a high degree of accuracy (28-31).
Alzheimer’s disease and Pick’s disease are the two
major degenerative diseases with a large cortical
component. Their principal clinical expression is
dementia. [t is important to note that there are many
other causes of dementia, such as cerehrovascular
disease. encephalitis, hydrocephtilus, and various
metabolic diseases. For reasons discussed below. it is
7

functions. The nmcortical damage usually manifests
itself as the inability or change of a patient’s ability to
perform visual spatial skills, to perform certain
language skill tasks, and to calculate and manipulate
new information (33,36).
Functional imaging with modalities such as SPECT
and PET enable the clinician to see focal
hypometabolisms and perfusion deficits which, when
coupled with the case history and physical exam, will
lead to greatly improved diagnostic capabilities (33).
PET studies done by Miller at UCLA have shown
expectti patterns in cerebral glucose metabolism.
Namely, there is marked hypometaholisrn in the
temporoparietal cortex and normal metabolism in the
areas spared by the disease, principally the visual
cortex and motorsensory strip (24). In patients with
Alzheimer’s, PET imaging has shown a significant
decrease in glucose metabolism in the frontal,
temporal, parietal, sensory-motor and striatal regions
(37). In advanced cases, PET shows a reduction in
metabolism that is uniformly dispersed throughout the
cortex, sparing only the above-mentioned primary
visual and sensory-motor cortices. This corresponds
well with the neuropsychological tlnd ings in these
patients (27).
Due to the high expense and limited availability of
PET scanning, there has been an increased interest in
the use of SPECT to assess regional blood flow.
Studies utilizing 1-123 labeled iofetamine have been
performed to determine the diagnostic accuracy of this
radiopharmaceutical in the assessment of Alzheimer’s
disease as compared with normal healthy patients.
Results have been promising, yielding a sensitivity and
specificity of 88% and 87%, respectively (30). Studies
with this radiotracer, as with the PET studies, indicate
whole-brain functional activity is reduced in
Alzheimer’s when compared to age-matched healthy
control subjects, and that the temporoparietal and
occipital regions were the most functionally impaired
(30,38). Other research groups have been able to
achieve similar results using SPECT and Tc-99m
exametazime (38-43). This research also has been
successful at illustrating a reduction in uptake in the
posterior hemisphere of Alzheimer’s-positive patients.
Selective anterior deficits in other dementia types have
illustrated the potential value of SPECT in the
differential diagnosis of primary cerebral atrophies
(29,34).
SPECT studies are rapidly becoming important in
the diagnostic evaluation of patients showing memory
and cognitive abnormalities (30). There are several
clinical studies which indicate a high degree of
accuracy in the assessment of patients with Alzheimer’s
in comparison with both normal subjects and patients
with multi-infidrct dementias (30,38). For severe cases

of Alzheimer’s, the sensitivity of SPECT is very high,
and in patients with mild impairment, sensitivity
approaches 80% (30).
Experts state, “The predominant finding of bilateral
posterior temporal and parietal perfusion defects in
these patients is highly predictive of Alzheimer’s
disease (28). ” The reduced radiotracer uptake maybe
due to several factors, such as, a reduced regional
cerebral blood flow, decreased thickness of cortical
tissue in the affected neocortex, and a reduced number
of neurons in the affected areas. The combined effect
of decreased cerebral blood flow and atrophy increase
the diagnostic sensitivity of functional imaging
modalities (28,39-47).
Dtiprtission
Disease Ovemiew. Major depression is a common
illness, with an annual incidence of 0.4-2.7 per 1000
people experiencing clinical depression.
Close to
seven percent of the population will experience a major
depressive episode in their lifetime.
The most
significant risk factors for depression are genetic
loading and progressing age. Depression usually
presents as a mood disorder. but also may have other
components associated with it, such as psychomotor
disturbances and cognitive impairment, so callti
pseudodementia. This latter presentation can lead to
misdiagnosis as primary degenerative dementia (48).
Major depression may also be referred to as a
unipofar disorder, in that the patient experiences only
depressive episodes without any episodes of mania.
The depressive episodes are characterized by
dysphoria, loss of interest in usually pleasurable
activities, feelings of guilt, and psychomotor
retardation or agitation. The major affective disorders
may be further classified by whether the patient has a
history of a manic episode. The manic patient may
display groundless or excessive states of euphoria,
hyperactivity, and aggression. The presence of current
or past manic episodes justifies the diagnosis of a
bipolar disorder. The patient may oscillate between
periods of euphoria, dysphoria, and normal mood
levels (46,77).
Researchers speculate that depression and its subsets
are due to a functional disturbance in one or more of
the cerebral monoamine pathways (13,48). Cell bodies
of the monoamine systems are, in general, localized to
the brainstem and send out protuberances to the
subcort ical and cortical structures.
Whether the
disturbance is linkti to specitic structures or whether
it is more globally distributed has not been determined,
although the Iimhic system has been frequently
implicated (48-52).
As previously cited, physiological imaging has been
shown to have certain clinical utility in diagnosing
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lobes (51,56). Right inferior flow deficits are not
uncommon in unipolar depression. The flow deficit in
the right frontal lobe has been shown to be a result of
circumferential hypoperfusion (8,57). This type of
image is also found in bipolar disease, although it is
not as common (8,13) (see Fig 3, Center Spread).
Bipolar depressives show higher flow values than
normal in the left parietal and temporal lobes. Patients
with rapidly cycling bipolar disorder have been shown
to have dramatically increased activity in the right
This
temporal lobe during periods of depression.
asymmetry was noted to normalize during periods of
euthymia and after pharrnacotherapy (36). Thus,
current research has important applications in leading
to a possible method of differentitil diagnosis between
bipo]tir and unipolar disorders.
Some researchers are investigating the hypothesis
that there is a “mood system, ” such as the prefrontal
and limhic areas, which may constitute an anatomical
network that may be functionally abnormal in patients
exhibiting major depressive disorder (8,48). Major
depression is associated with findings of functional
changes in the left anterior cingulate and the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (48).
While not currently diagnostic for depression, PET
and SPECT studies hold promise for assessing regional
brain fllnction in patients with depressive illness.
Current research is investigating the usefulness of
SPECT to differentiate depression with pseudodementia
from primary dementia with secondary depression.
SPECT is also being used to attempt differentiation of
treatment resistant patients from those who respond
well to pharmacotherapy (8,36) (see Figs 4a and 4b,
Center Spread). Research along these lines may lead
to a major role for SPECT in patient diagnosis,
prognosis and treatment.

dementia. However, SPECT and PET currently cannot
be used in the primary diagnosis of depression.
Further investigations are required to establish imaging
differences between different subtypes of depression.
Whether imaging modalities contain diagnostic or
prognostic significance is the focus of ongoing research
(5, 13). There have been several studies over the last
ten years which have discovered variations in
metabolism or cerebral perfusion in depressed patients
There are
compared with controls (8, 13,45).
promising patterns in glucose metabolism and blood
flow which are hccoming apparent as more studies are
completed. Thus, SPECT and PET studies do hold
great promise in the future assessment of depressive
illness.
PET Imaging.
PET studies have shown regional
decreases in glucose metabolism in both bipolar and
unipolar depression (48,53,54).
Whole brain
hypometabo] ism is evidenced in bipolar patients,
whereas subsets of unipolar patients show a more
specit~c Iefi frontal hypometabolism (54). Reductions
in glucose metabolism in the left dorsal antero]ateral
prefrontal cortex have been consistently found by
several researchers in patients with unipolar depression
(48,54,55). The left to right relative asymmetry of the
prefrontal cortex found in depressed patients htis shown
normalization of activity upon pharmacothtrapy and
electrouonvuls.ive therapy (ECT), and correlates well
with clinical improvement (48,54).
PET, when combined with statistical parametric
mapping, has been utilized to study regional blood flow
in depressed patients.
The research identified
dissociations between focal abnormalities in cerebral
function due to mood disorders tind related cognitive
imptiirment. The depressed group tis d whole showed
decreased regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the
left anterior cingulate and the left dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex. The patients that exhihited cognitive
impairment showed additional signifiutint decreases in
regional blood flow in the left me~iialfrontdl gyrus and
an increased rCBF in the cerebella vermis (48). This
is significant, in that it indic~tes tin anatomical
dissociation between the rCBF in the depressed state
and depression-related cognitive impairment. Thus,
PET has the potential to identify and differentiate
between these two subtypes of depression.
SPECT Imaging. SPECT studies have paralleled
many of the results found in PET.
Detailed
comparisons of depressed patients and controls show
decreased perfusion in the anterior cingulatc. temporal
and frontal cortices, and in the caudate nuclei and
thalami of men only (50,58). Unipolar major dcpressivti patients, when imaged with Tc-99m exametazime,
show a lower whole brain blood flow and reduced
rcgiona] flow to the frontal, temporal, and parietal

Ohstissive-Compulsive Disorder.
Disease Ovemiew. Obsessive compulsive disorder
(OCD) is a classic psychoneurosis, which frequently
htis a secondary component of depression.
This
disorder is estimated to affect some five million
Americans. Obsessive-compulsive disorder is generally considered as an anxiety disorder, and includes a
fidmily of psychological problems such as general
anxiety, phobias, and repetitive, cornpulsivti behaviors.
Obsessions
are repetitive and intrusive thoughts or
impulses that are unwanted and distressing to the
patient. The obsessions arise involuntarily despite
attempts by the patient to suppress or ignore them.
The most frequent topics of obsessions include
violence. doubts shout having performed routine tasks
properly, and fear of cont~mination. The compulsive
component of OCD is comprised of repetitive
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Figure 1.

A normal corrlputed ro~?)ogrfrphy (CT) study (left) and a normal single-phototl ertlissiotl computed tomogra) ?hy
(SPECT) study following the administration of the radiopharmaceutical
technetium-99m
~xametazime (ri~l It) ,
[courtesy of Dr. R.A. O’Connell (l)]

ANNIHllATl~

COINCIDENCE-”
DETECTION

Figure 2.

A schematic illustration of the detection of paird photons which have arisen from a positron-el~tron
annihilation
reaction.
The coincidence counting records only those events that occur within the plane of tissue situated
betwwn the two detectors. preprinted with permission from Powell MP, Gibbs JM. Brain: positron emission
tonlography--’~~Xenon blood flow. In: Davis ER, Thomas EG, (ds).
Nuclear Medicine: Applications to
Surgery. New York: Sheridan House. 1988 :254-269.]
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Figure 3.

A thr= dimensional rCBF SPECT study in a patient with major depressive disorder (patient was medicationfrw). The study demonstrates right inferior frontal hypoperfusion and circumferential (mtiial worse than lateral)
right temporal lobe hypoperfusion.

●
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Figure 4a.

Male patient with depression exhibiting signiti~ant clinival improvement upon treatment with elwtroconvulsive
therapy as seen in this SPECT study obtainti following the administration of twhnetium-99m
exametazime
(transaxial view). [courttisy of Dr. Lukasz Konopka, V. A. }Iines hospital and Loyo]a University Mdical School,
Maywood, IL]
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Figure 4b.

Coronal view of same patient as in Figurti 4a. [courtesy
Loyola University Medical School, Maywood, IL]

of Dr. Lukasz Konopka,

V.A.

Hines Hospital

and

●

●
Figure 5.

These SPECT studies show examples of increased and decreased
medication-free patients. [courttisyof Dr. R.A. O’Comell (l) I
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perfusion

in

the frontal lobes of different

PET /mging. PET with F-18 tluorodeox yglucose
is currently the most commonly employd imaging
procedure being used to investigate OCD. Imaging
yields elevations of relative glucose metabolism in
frontal areas such as the orbital and anterior cingulate
gyri, the basal ganglia, and the frontal orbital cortex
(63). Reductions in radiotracer uptake have been seen
in certain parietal regions. As previously noted, the
heads of the caudate nuclei have been implicated.
Interestingly, as with depression, glucose metabolism
tends to normalize afier pharmacotherapy (60,64-66).
SPECT Imaging. SPECT studies have yielded
similar results (64,66). The striatum and the prefrontal
cortex both utilize serotonin as a neurotransrnitter.
This correlates with the success OCD patients experience during treatment with serotonin uptake blockers
such as fluoxitine (Prozacm, Dista).
In the future, PET imaging, along with receptorspecific ligands, could be used to investigate receptor
level dysfunctions.
Since the cortex-striatum
integration is complex and involves many different
transmitters, serotonin may not be the primary effecter
(61). 1-123 iomazenil, a radioiodinatd version of a
benzodiazapine antagonist, allows SPECT evaluation of
henzodiazepine receptors (1O). The dopamine D2
receptor can be evaluated with radiolabeld
iodobenzarnide (IBZM), a close analog of Raclopride
(67-69). Yohimhine, when administered with Tc-99m
exametazime, can be used to evaluate the alpha-2
vascular receptor by antagonizing it (69). Other
receptor-based SPECT agents are currently under
development and promise insight into the neuropharmacology of OCD and other disease states (64).
The use of SPECT or PET imaging, in OCD,
currently has several obstacles which ned to be
overcome before physiological imaging with these
modalities can become a routine clinical practice. This
is due to the subtlety of the disease state process which
requires further investigateion. The consistent abnormalities, however, in the anterior cingulate gyrus, basal
ganglia, and orbital-frontal cortex do indicate a high
potential for application ot’nuclear medicine techniques
in the evaluation of OCD (15). Further investigations
into this disease state will help to elucidate the
differences between this disorder and the affective
disorders. The future holds promise as there is new
and progressive research occurring in this area.

stereotypical acts which are performed reluctantly by
the patient in an effort to alleviate intrusive thoughts.
Some examples include hand-washing, touching,
counting, and checking, Attempts are usually made by
the individual to resist the ritual, as the frequency and
duration of the repetitions make them inconvenient and
If the ritual is successfully
even incapacitating.
prevented, obsessive-compulsive individuals become
anxious (77).
The anatomic and biochemical basis of this disease
has not been elucidated and is currently under intensive
research. Many theories suggest a biological basis for
the disorder (59-61). Current research suggests that
OCD may involve dysfunction of serotonin neurotransmission and anatomical deficits in the orbital gyri (the
left more than the right) and also in the caudate nuclei
(59-62,77).
Recent imaging modalities (principally PET) have
implicated brain malfunctions involving certain brain
structures, principal 1y the orbital prefrontal cortex and
the striatum. The anterolateral prefrontal cortex, as
previous] y discussed, has been implicated in the
mediation of depression, This undoubtedly accounts
for the imaging abnormalities identified in these areas
during the investigation of OCD (60-62).
Results of research indicate that certain brain areas
mediate the behaviors commonly expressed in
obsessive compulsive patients (60,6 1). The orbital
cortex is associated with the manifestation of anxiety,
with impulse control, and conscientious attention to
hygiene. Evidence also indicates that this region of the
brain is involved in behavioral inhibition and extinction
and perseverative behaviors. Abnormalities of orbital
cortex function account for compulsive behaviors found
in OCD patients (61).
The striatum is also thought to he involved in
perseverative behavior. The caudate nucleus is a part
of the striatum which receives pr~]jections from the
inferior prefrontal cortex. This region of the striatum
is associated with adventitious movement. and the
resulting motor activities are mediated thr(}ugh the
basal ganglia. Deficiencies in function in the caudate,
along with the orbital areas, also produce similar
perseverative difficulties in animal studies. This may
account for the diftlculty of OCD patients in ceasing
their repetitivti, compulsive behaviors,
Pfithology
which is distributed throughout the striatum results in
OCD symptoms, such as simple tics (lesions in the
putamen), simple obsessive disorders (ventral medial
part of the caudate), or complex thought disturbanctis
(the more dorsal arwds of the striaturn).
The
compulsions that an OCD patient rntinifests arise in an
These
effort to eliminate troublesome thoughts,
compulsions are mediated thr{~ugh motor activity via
the cortex (61,62).

Schizophrcniu
Disease Oveniew. Schizophrenia is not a single
disorder but is a heterogeneous group of mental
disorders, that result in severe and prolonged mental
disturbance. Schizophrenia includes a wide gamut of
severely disordered behavior. The clinical presentation
invariably shows thought disturbances, hallucinations,
13

several laboratories. However, the majority of PET
and rCBF studies utilizing F18 FDG agree on the
findings of low function in the frontal regions of
patien~s with schizophrenia. SPECT studies with 1-123
iofetamine have corroborated the findings of many PET @
studies (72,75,76).
The hypofrontality found in schizophrenia is not
only something that is reported from imaging studies in
patients. It is predicted on thmretical basis, as the
frontal lobe controls attention, motivation, and organizational behaviors--and these behaviors are found
detlcient in patients with schizophrenia. Hypofrontality
may be readily demonstratti via the use of a cognitive
task utilized to stimulate the frontal cortex (72).
The basal ganglia and their specific role in basal
ganglia-thalamus-cortex
loops have also been
imp]icated in schizophrenia, Dopamine and glutamate
imbalance is proposed as the primary mechanism. The
thalamus’ role in the loop corr~lates with the inability
of schizophrenia patients to filter incoming sensory
stimuli and the resulting perceptual diftlculties they
experience. Autopsy stud ies reveal changes in receptor
density and the effects noted with the use of
neurol eptics are consistent with changes in the
metabolic rate of the caudate and putamen (69,71).
In general, the data on perfusion or metabolism
abnormalities of the basal ganglia in these patienw are
conflicting. Some of the reports indiudte reduced
metaholisrn in the basal gdnglia of schizophrctic
patients. However, other studies report normal hdsal
ganglia and still others suggest enhanced perfusion
(64,71). The bulk of the information indicates that
enhanced metabolism or perfusion in the basal ganglia is,
in fdct, due to neuroleptic medication effecw (64,73).
The left temporal lobe is the third region of interest
in the evaluation of schizophrenia. Although wide
methodologies have been used, most studies show lower
metabolic rates in the left temporal lobe (7 1). Temporal
lobe abnormalities are still inconclusive and require
more res~arch ddta befc~reactual clinical correlations can
be drawn.
The clinical assessment of schizophrenia with SPECT
and PET has a number of potential applicatiomq.
Nucldar medicine findings, such as that of hypofrontality, will allow psychiatrists and the nuclear medicine
community to identify applications for these imaging
technologies. For example, assessment of hypofrontality may he used to predict the success of tredtment
with neuroleptics. It may also he used to predict proper
dosagti and drug regimens. The perfusion hypofrontality
observed with SPECT and PET imaging (especially
when performed during psychological tasks to stress the
prefrontal cortex) are rapidly approaching the stage
where findings are consistent enough to warrant attempts
at clinical application (64).

and delusions. The patient may also exhibit aberrant
behavior and deterioration in the general level of
functioning. In the United States, hospitalization due
to schizophrenia occurs with a frequency of 1 in 100
persons and an estimated two million new cases of
schizophrenia occur yearly throughout the world (77).
Schizophrenic symptornatology maybe precipitated
by social and psychological circumstances. Currently,
there is evidence to suggest that regardless of the
precipitating event, schizophrenia has an organic base.
Evidence from twin studies indicate a genetic
component to the disease. Investigations done with
MRI and CT scanning show minor abnormalities in the
brains of people with schizophrenia, primarily a size
increase in the frontal and temporal horns of the
cerebral ventricles. SPECT and PET studies are also
effective in the investigation of the neurobiology of this
serious illness (64).
The frontal lobes, basal ganglia, and temporal lobes
have all been implicated in the pathology of
schizophrenia as an organic disease. Evidence from
brain imaging, postmortem studies, rcueptor studies,
and psychopharmacologic studies support these
suppositions.
The frontal lobes are the sites for
executive
function
abstrtict
and
thinking.
Abnormalities in the function ot’ this section of the
brain coincide with the integrative and evaluative
deficits encountered in schizophrenic patients. The
basal ganglia are dopamine-rich, which accounts for
the success of pharmacologic treatment with
neurolept ic drugs that block doparnine receptors. The
left temporal lobe is crucial in linguistic function. The
disordered speech patterns and asymmetries in cerebral
function implicate this particular region of the brain.
Assessment of these speciftc regions of the brain can
now be made via physiological imaging (64,69).
PET lwging.
The frontal lobes, as previously
stated, are frequently the focus in schizophrenic
physiological studies (Fig 5, see Center Spread). PET
studies have addressed this area because decreased
perfision of the frontal lobes is theoretically expected
due to the loss of function associated with the
prefrontal cortex that is exhibited by these patients.
Decreased perfusion in this area has been confirmed by
many studies using a variety of imaging techniques
“Hypofrontality” htis been reported by
(64,70,71).
investigators using the Xc-l 33 two dimensional
nontornographic blood tlow method as well as SPECT
and PET techniques (72-74).
SPECT Imaging. SPECT imaging of CBF using
Xe-133 demonstrates hypofrontality in the left lobe and
is found especially in patients of the paranoid type
A decrease in rCBF does not necessarily
(72).
.,
correlate with a decrease in glucose metabolism aS
evidenced by the negative “hypofrontatity” findings of
14

CONCLUS1ON
The unique information
obtained
from both PET
and SPECT studies promise an exciting new addition
to the psychiatric field. Functional imaging allows
physicians to use diagnostic capabilities in more
clinical]y relevant ways. These modalities have also
provided an insight into a more detailed understanding
of the intricate relationships between brain structure,
function, and various psychiatric disease states. The
development of PET
has
increas~
current
understanding of the actual physiological functioning of
the human brain, As with all new technologies, the
application of dynamic imaging modalities such as
PET, require the development of less expensive and
less complicated technology (2). As a result, research
with SPECT has been intense. SPECT is currently
more accessible and much less costly than PET. Better
racliopharmaceuticals and improved imaging technology
have already improved the resolution of SPECT,
drawing its capabilities closer to that of PET. Further
advances in SPECT will allow regular clinical
application in diagnosis of psychiatric illness.
The unique information provided by functional
imaging modalities can certainly help to minimize costs
incurred by prolonged diagnostic evaluations, incorrect
diagnoses, and therapeutic mismanagement. These
procedures also promise applications ii the tailoring of
treatment regimens on the basis of neurochemical and
brain function characteristics of the patient (67). In
conclusion, as the use of nuclear medicine in
psychiatry progresses,
more potential clinical
applications will continue to evolve.
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CT:

QUESTIONS

1.

Nuclear medicine brain imaging
a.
b.
c.
d.

as
shows function (physiology),
opposed to structure (anatomy),
shows
(anatomy),
as
structure
opposed to function (physiology).
shows both anatomy and function,
does not show either function or
anatomy.

2.

●

The basal ganglia, structures which are
manifestation
of
implicated
in
the
obsessive-compulsive
disorder

6.

SPECT imaging can be used to show

;:
a.

b.
c,

d.

3.

integrate sensory information and
motor
coordinate
the resulting
responses.
connect the cerebell urn to the brain
stem and the cerebrum.
are aggregates of neuronal cell
bodies
which are involved
in
somatic
(inhibitory)
motor
functions.
are passageways composed of nerve
fiber tracts extending between the
spinal cord and the higher brain
regions.

::
7.

Advantages of SPECT brain imaging over
that of PET include
which of the
following?
a.

b.

c,

During the decay of a positron-emitting
nuclide, the nucleus will release

d.
a.
b.

●

c.

d.

a particle with a single excess
negative charge.
a particle with a single positive
charge.
two positively
charged particles
traveling in 180 degree opposite
trajectories.
both a and c

8.

a.

PET and SPECT brain imaging techniques
are similiar in that they both
c.
a.
b.
c.
d.

utilize radioactive deoxyglucose in
scanning procedures.
utilize radionuclides
which emit
only one photon per disintegration.
can be used in routine clinical
practice.
can produce tomographic images.

d.
9.

Advantages of PET imaging include:
a.
b.

c.
d.

PET is capable of attaining high
image resolution.
PET is capable
of evaluating
important metabolic processes of
the brain (i.e. ,glucose metabolism).
PET imaging is readily accessible
and inexpensive.
a and b

b.

c.

d.
19

The
SPECT
approach
utilizes
accelerator-produced
radionuclides
which necessitate the presence of an
on-site cyclotron.
The majority of SPECT radiopharmaceuticals
measure
benzodiazapine receptor density.
The majority of SPECT radiopharmaceuticals are brain perfusion
or cerebral blood flow agents.
a and c

In patients with symptoms of Alzheimer’s
disease, SPECT brain imaging can help
a.

5.

SPECT
is capable of attaining
higher
image
consistently
resolution.
SPECT
utilizes
methods
and
equipment currently found in many
hospital
nuclear
medicine
departments.
SPECT imaging is less expensive
and less technically cumbersome.
b and c

Which of the following statements are m
of SPECT brain imaging?

b,
4.

neuroreceptor density
regional cerebral blood flow
oxygen consumption
a and b

increase
diagnostic
accuracy
especially
when combined
with
patient
history
and
structural
evaluations.
clearly illustrate the marked sulcal
widening common in the brain
atrophy found in this disease.
assist in the differential diagnosis of
brain
tumor
and
Alzheimer’s
disease.
a and c

10,

In patients with Alzheimer’s
SPECT brain studies
a.
b.
c,

d,

11.

b.
c.
d.

demonstrate decreased blood flow
in the temporoparietal cortex.
demonstrate increase cerebral blood
flow to the temporoparietal cortex.
demonstrate marked deoxyglucose
glypometabolism
in the temporoparietal cortex.
insular
atrophy
demonstrate
common in this disease.

normal glucose metabolism in the
visual cortex
normal glucose metabolism in the
motor sensory strip
decreased glucose metabolism in the
parietal region
all of the above

In patients with symptoms
SPECT scanning can
a.
b.
c.

d.

13.

14.

b.

PET studies performed
on depressed
patients
have shown
which
of the
following?
a.
b.
c.

d.

c.

d.
15.

whole brain hypometabolisrn
in
bipolar depression patients
left frontal
hypometabolism
in
unipolar depression patients
normalization of profrontal cortex
asymmetries in depressed patients,
and
pharmaceutical
upon
electroconvulsive therapies
all of the above

16.

The prefrontal and limbic areas are o
thought by researchers to constitute
a “mood system” which may be
functionally abnormal in depressed
patients.
The temporal, parietal and motorsensory
areas are thought
by
researchers to constitute a “mood
system” which may be functional y
abnormal in depressed patients.
Both PET and SPECT studies have
shown decreased perfusion in the
cingulate
anterior
and
frontal
cortices of depressed patients.
a and c

Examples of PET brain
include the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

of depression,

provide a definitive diagnosis.
augment treatment of depression.
assist in the differentiation
of
unipolar depression
and bipolar
depression.
show regional decreases in left
frontal glucose metabolism.

Which
of
the
following
statements
pertaining to imaging in depression can be
regarded as ~?
a,

When performing PET brain imaging on a
patient with Alzheimer’s disease, one might
expect to see which of the following?
a.

12.

disease,

imaging

agents

(“C)d-glucose
(lxF)2-deoxy-2 flouro-d-glucose
(’921r)-deoxyglucose
a and b

Which of the following common behaviors,
expressed in obsessive-compulsive patients,
correctly corresponds with its associated
brain region?
a.
b.
c.
d.

orbital
cortex--compulsions
and
anxiety
putamen--simple tics
dorsal striatum complex thought
disturbances
all of the above

17.

●

a.

b.

c.
d.
18,

b.

c.
a
d.

patients
Obsessive-compulsive
frequent] y
experience
anxiety,
compulsions, and hallucinations.
Positron
Emission
Tomograph y
with L(l ‘C)-aspartate is the most
employed
imaging
commonly
procedure to investigate OCD.
a and b
none of the above

22.

a.
b.
c.
d.

b.
c.

following
have
the
pathology

d.
23.

24.

frontal lobes
basal ganglia
temporal lobes
all of the above

Which of the following is a commonlyemployed SPECT brain imaging agent for
psychiatric applications’?

::
c.
d.

Tc-99m
Tc-99m
Tc-99m
none of

labeled exametazi me
labeled DTPA
labeled deoxyglucose
the above

disorder

exceptional y large basal gang] ia
found in schizophrenic patients
medication
neurolep
tic
administration
back scatter from surrounding brain
structures
idiopathic inflammatory lesions
may be useful in

differential diagnosis
monitoring treatment regimens
measuring receptor densities
all of the above

within the first 20 minutes
after 1 hour
after 3 hours
after 6 hours

What imaging modality and corresponding
radiolabeled compound are currently the
most frequently utilized in the assessment of
obsessive-compulsive disorder?
a.
b.
c.

d.

21

finding in

Imaging of rCBF with 1-123 iofetamine is
probably best performed at what time period
post injection?

::
c.
d.
25.

20.

depression
Alzheimer’s disease
obsessive-compulsive
Schizophrenia

SPECT brain scanning
clinical psychiatry for:

::
c.
d.

been
of

is a common

Enhanced metabolism or perfusion in the
basal ganglia of schizophrenic patients upon
PET or SPECT imaging is most likely due
to
a.

size increases in the frontal and
temporal horns of the cerebral
ventricles as seen by MRI and CT
studies
decreased frontal lobe blood flow
demonstrated
by Xenon-133 and
SPECT
cortical atrophy and sulcal widening
demonstrated
by Tc-99m labeled
exametazime and SPECT
a and b

Which
of the
implicated
in
schizophrenia?

“Hypofrontality”
patients with

;:
c.
d.

Schizophrenic patients exhibit which of the
following abnormalities?
a,

19.

21.

Which of the following statements is ~
obsessive-compulsive
(oCD)
regarding
behavior?

positron emission tomography and
lxF-fluoro-deoxygl ucose
positron emission tomography and
2.(1 lC)-deoxy-D-glucose
single photon emission computed
tomography and Tc-99m labeled
exametazime
single photon emission computed
tomography and 1-123 iofetamine

